Can you dig it?

ESTEBAN GARCIA GETS INTERACTIVE WITH 'DIGICOSTUME.' SEE PAGE 11.
On the cover

Artist Esteban Garcia's work is featured in an interactive video exhibit at Lala Gallery. The exhibit also includes drawings and sculpture.

By John Terhune/Journal & Courier

Space man

MONDAY THROUGH APRIL 16: Dig Esteban Garcia's "Digi" world. The Lafayette artist and native to Colombia will show his latest and oldest works produced during his time in Indiana. Usually made with bright colors and simplistic forms, many of Garcia's drawings and designs promote a primitive digital look. Think old-school graphics on those monochromatic computers back in the '90s. This style can be found in 40 of his drawings that will be hung on the wall. These drawings range from sketches on notebook paper to complete band flyers. The "Digi" shows up in his three-dimensional cardboard sculptures. There are geometric shapes, as well as a mountain range, developed to fill the gallery space. The exhibit's main piece is the interactive "DIGICOSTUME." Utilizing computer sensory software, a video camera and a large television screen, gallery goers will pass by the camera where their images will be covered in cartoonish shapes designed by Garcia. The shapes move with the figure. A closing reception for Garcia's show will be held at 6 p.m. April 16.

Gallery hours: 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday through Friday
Where: Lala Gallery, 609 Main St.
On the Net: http://snebtor.chiguero.org

The work of artist Esteban Garcia is featured in an exhibit at Lala Gallery. It includes drawings, sculptures and an interactive video installation.